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People should support and enroll in more blue collar jobs

by Sophie Sullivan
Media Production Editor

New ACT test jeopardizes meaningfulness of test scores

Students should be using the student rescources provided

by Madeline King
Editor-In-Chief

by Morgan Tinsley
Editor-in-Chief

According to Business Insider, Los Gatos 
ranks as the 19th wealthiest town in Silicon 
Valley. Through Los Gatos High School’s numer-
ous fundraising foundations, like the New Mil-
lennium Foundation, the Home & School Club, 
and ACTT, the school has collected thousands of 
dollars meant for student resources, school 
equipment, and programs 

designed to help us succeed. It’s no surprise that 
students have several options for help and support 
in many aspects of their educational and per-
sonal life. Yet despite the amount of fund-
ing and programs available, Los Gatos 
students seem to seek support 
outside of school far more often 
than at school. Students need 
to make more use of the 
available resources that 
Los Gatos High School 
offers us.

The U.S. Depart-
ment of Health & 
Human Services 
reported that in 
2017, more than 
30 percent of teenagers in 
California reported feelings 

In Los Gatos, there is implicit pressure on stu-
dents to major in computer science or a different 
STEM field. Whether interested in STEM or other 
majors, however, most LGHS students 
feel obligated to earn a college 
degree in order to be suc-
cessful. Not only do many 
people in Los Gatos feel 

it is necessary to work a white collar job or other 
job that requires a college degree, but they 
also look down upon blue collar jobs. Los Gatos 
citizens, parents and kids alike, should support 
and respect blue collar workers instead of judging 
them, as their work is just as important in society as 
other, higher-paying jobs.

Blue collar jobs, jobs involving manual labor, have 
become less desired among those entering adulthood as 
more and more students attend colleges and universi-
ties. Despite the high underemployment rates of college 
graduates, especially in the fields of psychology, biology, 
and education, a stigma persists in many communities 
towards working jobs that don’t require a college degree. 

The ACT announced a new testing strategy 
they will use in the fall of 2020, changing 
crucial aspects of the testing format and its 
use in the college application process. Once 
students take the full ACT test, they will be 
able to retake sections for certain subject areas 
where they did worse for a reduced testing fee. 
This jeopardizes the meaningfulness of 

test scores and will give wealthier students an advantage 
over others. It also generates more revenue for the 
“non-profit” ACT and increases its competitiveness 
over the rival SAT.

The ability to retake a certain section mul-
tiple times, as well as the ACT’s “superscore” 
strategy, undermines the meaningfulness of high-
performing scores. Some colleges currently offer 
students the ability to superscore, wherein colleges 
themselves calculate a student’s best overall score 
based on multiple exams. The ACT will now allow 
students to do this automatically; after taking the ACT 
or certain subjects multiple times, students compile their 
best scores from each section to create their own superscore, 
which they can send alongside all included test scores to colleges. 
While the ACT website acknowledges that colleges already have 
their own decisions about whether or not to superscore, the 
added automatic superscore attempts to coerce colleges 
into using this superscore method despite their own 
institutional policies. The ACT website even states that 
they “encourage colleges and university [sic] to con-
sider adding superscoring to their score-use policy.” 
Frankly, it’s not the ACT’s job to compel colleges 
to collect their data a certain way, regardless of 
its perceived benefits.

It’s frustrating to learn that the ACT, just one 
option for completing admissions requirements, 
is trying to influence the college admissions 

process under the guise of helping students succeed. Ultimately, the 
ACT’s new testing plan is a poorly-disguised cash grab and attempt 
to make itself more desirable than its competitor, the SAT. For years, 
these two testing companies have been battling over market share; 
Currently, the SAT tests about 2.1 million students per year, with 
1.9 million for the ACT. As it fights over market share, the ACT’s 
new plan is a clear attempt to increase the test’s competitiveness 
and garner the support of more students. Multiple experts have 

said the ACT’s announcement would put 
pressure on the College Board to make 

similar changes to the SAT; addition-
ally, since the change encourages 
students to retake tests multiple 
times, it is possible that the new plan 
will ultimately increase revenue for 
the organization. While this change 
may help students in the process, in 

reality it is a thinly-veiled attempt to 
inflate revenue for the testing company.

Additionally, it’s already been estab-
lished that wealthier students tend to do 

better on standardized testing. With resources 
to spend on tutoring, preparation materials, and 

multiple tests, there is a clear correlation between 
household income and scores that has been identified 

for multiple years and shows a disparity between 
socioeconomic levels. Taking the whole ACT 

test costs 52 dollars without the optional 
writing section and 68 dollars with it; 

officials said taking an individual sec-
tion would be cheaper, but have not yet 

decided on a price. The ACT’s new testing 
strategy will only exacerbate a standing 
problem, allowing students to pay to 
retake certain subjects multiple times, 
as well as spend more money on subject-
specific tutoring sessions for each subject 
over periods of weeks. 

The ability of students to retake a certain subject mul-
tiple times may sound like a great idea to boost your score 
in your areas of less success. However, as college admissions 

become more and more selective, that may mean 
that students retake tests until they receive 
a 36, the maximum score, in every section. 
This will thereby lessen impact and the 
meaningfulness of achieving the score itself. 
A student who received a high score the first 
time or after completing the full test is now 
given the same stature as a student who took 
sections multiple times in a different format. 
The option to retake may be a great opportunity 
for some students, but it could easily become 
another source of according to Jayne Caflin 
Fonash, president of the National Association 
for College Admission Counseling. For a student 
who didn’t do as well in just one section, retak-
ing that one section might be helpful. However, 
Fornash contends that it may be a better use of 
a student’s time to develop other parts of his or 
her life, instead of repeatedly trying to improve 
already good test scores.
The ability to retest in niche subject areas also 
means hours upon hours of test prep, practice tests, 

and retakes spent attempting to achieve perfection 
in each of the five sections. “I worry that most of the 

high-achieving kids in my orbit will retest and retest 
until they can bump subsections of 33 and 34 up to 35 

and 36. So standardized testing will become even more 
of an extracurricular activity than it already is,” said Sally 
Rubenstone, a senior contributor at College Confidential. 

The ACT’s new testing strategy is an interest-
ing development in the evolution of college admis-
sions, and I appreciate the contributions it could bring 
to certain students. Unfortunately, the issues surround-
ing the new process outweigh the potential benefits. 
(Sources: NY Times, USA Today, The Washington Post, ACT)

While blue collar jobs require skills, intelligence, and patience, 
many people still write them off due to their supposedly unappeal-
ing nature compared to careers in business or technology. The prob-
lem here is that society doesn’t encourage teens to work blue collar 
jobs. According to Forbes, elevator installers and repairmen make on 

average $73,560 per year. Similarly, according to the 
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, the median 
annual salary for clinical psychologists is 
$70,580. While many manual laborers earn 
a similar salary to that of many college 
graduates – the graduates lucky enough 
to work a job in their field of study, 
that is – there is still little advocacy 
for manual labor work. Some blue 

collar workers do indeed make little 
money each year, but many also earn a 
large salary. Plus, blue collar workers can 
save hundreds of thousands of dollars in 
college tuition fees, avoid college debt, 
and gain four years of eligible work time 
by not attending college.

People often buy into the common 
misconception that blue collar workers are 
unsuccessful, unintelligent, and don’t make a 

substantial salary. Like practically any other field, however, blue 
collar workers represent all different kinds of people with different 
skills and work ethics, and they cannot be placed in a box based 
solely on their job description. 

 The problem of negative associations with blue collar 
work stretches much further than Los Gatos, but simply by 

respecting, supporting, and understand-
ing blue collar work, individuals 

can combat the mistaken 
belief that manual labor is 
a low-class field.  In reality, 
blue collar workers, like 
plumbers and electricians, 
are just as important to 
our society as lawyers, 
businesspeople, and biolo-
gists. Society could not 
function in an orderly 
fashion without labor-

ers, so it’s time to drop the 
misleading idea that manual 

labor is any less vital to our 
lives and economy as other professions.  

(Sources: Forbes, U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics)

of depression, and almost 20 percent considered suicide in the past 
year. CASSY, a support organization in the Bay Area that offers “direct 
counseling, crisis intervention, mental health education, and parent 
and staff consultation” has been in service at Los Gatos High School 
since 2012. Offering a “comprehensive mental health program,” CASSY 
provided ongoing counseling for only 10 percent of LGHS students 
in the 2016-17 school year. But with roughly 30 percent of students 
struggling with symptoms of depression, it becomes clear that CASSY’s 
services are not being used to their full extent. Students choose to 

seek counseling and support outside of school or deal 
with issues on their own. They feel embarrassed 

or afraid to talk about their issues in a school 
environment, further perpetuating stigma 

against mental health. To create a more 
understanding and supportive 

culture at our aaschool, 
students should utilize 

mental health pro-
grams rather than 

struggle alone.
Close to 

20 percent of 
high school 
s t u d e n t s 

nationwide 
reported get-

ting in a car with a 
drunk driver, despite 
the fact that teenage 

drivers under the influence are 17 times more likely to die in 
a crash as opposed to sober drivers. SafeRides, a student-run 
organization separate from LGHS that offers free, confidential 
rides home to Los Gatos teenagers on Friday nights and nights 
of dances, received less than 20 calls in the 2018-2019 year, an 
80 percent decrease from previous years. Senior Simon Adler, a 
2-year Board Member for the organization, attributes this to a 
perception among students that the service is somewhat of a 
joke or that students are more willing to take risks instead of 
using SafeRides. 

“People choose not to use SafeRides because it seems like 
it’s that weird school organization,” Adler said. “People need to 
realize that you shouldn’t be embarrassed to call SafeRides.” Adler 
stated that the volunteers for SafeRides help for the health and 
safety of their peers and that it “isn’t fair to put other people’s 
lives in your hands just because you don’t want to call a number 
and get a free ride home.”

With so much money, time, and resources dedicated to 
programs conceived for our safety and success, it’s unreason-
able that students overlook the tools provided to them in 
favor of other paths. While the organizations provided to us 
may not be perfect, significant change needs to arise among 
the culture of students at Los Gatos High School rather than 
among the programs. Students need to realize that they do 
have options available for them and that using these options 
is not a sign of weakness or flaw; it is a sign of strength. 
(Sources: Business Insider, US Department of Health and Human 
Services, CDC, CASSY Bay Area Organization, and California 
Healthy Kids Survey)
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